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1. (a) When is a NAT needed and how does it work? t 
·' 

(b) Explain with an example how fragmentation and pa~ket reassembly works. 

(c) How does path MTU discovery work and what is itd role in IP fragmentation? 

(d) Explain with an example the working oftraceroute.: 

I 
2. (a) How do multicast routing addresses differ from regul.ar IP addresses and how are they mapped to Ethernet 
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addresses? 1 2+3 

(b) Explain (illustrating each wrt figure 1) the working~ of reverse path forwarding (RPF) and reverse path 
broadcasting (RPB). ' 5+5 

(c) What is the role of pruning is multicast routing and explain with an example how it works? 5 
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3. Consider the diagram in figure 1. 

Figure 1: Network of routers 

.J 

(a) Depict the evolution of routing tables at the various nodes using the Bell-Ford algorithm. 10 

(b) How do nodes develop the link state data bases when link state routing is used? (3 marks) Depict the 
development and dissemination of the link state infohnation for R5 (3 marks). 6 

(c) List and describe the important features regarding thl structure of an autonomous system? 4 

(d) What is the basic routing mechanism ofBGP? (1 mrlrks) Compare the working of this mechanism with 
link state routing and Bellman-Ford routing mechanikms (4 marks). 5 

(e) Describe the working of BGP (apart from is basic routing mechanism) in the context of routing through 
autonomous systems. 4 
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(f) Associate IP address ranges with the various nets and router interfaces (3 marks) and depict the routing 
table at R5 (3 marks). 6 

4. Consider the situation where a host pclOlo cc 0 iitkgp 0 acoin in the domain iitkgp 0 acoin 
with NS as nsl.iitkgp.acoin tries to resolve the name nri.csoberkleyoedu in the domain 
berkley 0 edu with NS for berkley. edu as ns . mit o edu and NS for cs o berkley 0 edu as 
ns 0 berkley 0 edu. Both organisations have firewalls. 

(a) Which part ofthe resolution process will rely recursive resolution and how will it be known that recursive 

~ 

resolution will have to be applied. Indicate the resolutions achieved via the reverse resolution steps. 5 

(b) Which part of the resolution process will rely on iterative resolution and how will it be known that 
iterative resolution will have to be applied. Indicate the resolutions achieved via the iterative resolution 
steps. 5 

(c) What is reverse resolution and how does it work? Explain how reverse resolution would be performed 
for144ol6o192.217. 5 

~ 
5. (a) Describe the opening of a TCP connection (giving the state transition diagram) and indicate the role 

played by various TCP header fields in this process. 5 

(b) Describe the closing of a TCP connection (giving the state transition diagram) and indicate the role 
played by various TCP header fields in this process. 6 

(c) Relate the socket APis to the steps involved in opening and closing a TCP connection. 4 

(d) Explain the working of the slow start mechanism for congestion control- is it really slow (illustrate with 
a diagram)? 5 

(e) What is fast retransmit in the context of congestion control and how does it work (illustrate with a 
diagram)? 5 
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